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' I tkank rriy
'
friend Rahaud for ullowing me to repro-

duce ihe j^ne addresis he deliverect di LaMochelle at the

Congress of the French Association fQr the Promotion

of-Scienc^. He advocates^ t%e cqnception, so rarely

admitted by « savants of science advancing hy the

Elaboration of all, by the labour of the humblest work-

er, ignored or disdained, well as by tM of the most

coiisjncuous man of learning. _ It is an apology of

research wherever it comes from and indirectly an

encouragement, in ft spirit of mutual esteem, to coUaho-

ration between man of science and man of practice so

indispensable in botany, to mention only the branch I

am familiar with.

But it is Rabaud's greatest merit to have expressed at

La RocheUe feelings which, without ostentation, in a

touchingly simple and natural manner, he pro/etises

himself. I know so by experience.

During ail the years I worked under his control, as

severe as it was disinterested, I never once felt that

scornful pride with which sometimes men of science try

to crush one.

The brotherly feeling he manifested from the very

first made me immediately feel at ease with him and the

interest he showed in the least of my efforts wa^ a sti-

mulus that doubled my capacity for work.

Never, in any of his letters, the least manifestation of

4L desire to appear superior, always the same kind sim-



plicityy the same wish to understand and guide me. Put-

ting his vast erudition at the service of a breeder, he

was for me an incomparable master, an ideal counsellor

and, why not repeat it over and over again : if to scien-

tific research I made some contribution of indisputable

interest, it is owing to his help and his encouragement.

H^nce, as I wrote elsewhere, when I communictUed to

my friend the sculptor Vandevelde the leading idea for

the i^4Ue and superb basrelief « Utriusque Labore »

it was Rabaud who was in my mind.

Deeply grateful to him I make bold to insert these

lines before his address.

Lucien REYCHLER.

ADDRESS
of Mr. Etienne RABAUD

/Vo/etMtfr at the Parit Faeulti/ of Sdemctit,

Secretary to the A**oeiatioH.

Ladies and GezUieme]i,

The present speaker must start by excusing himself

for occupying a place which is not his normally. Ill

health of our chairman and professional duties of our

vice-chairman call the secretary of the association to

the presidency of this Congress. In your name as well

as in his own he expresses to Mr. Chairman Lindet our

regret and our best wishes for his recovery, and our

regret also to Mr. Vice-Chairman G. Perrier, prevented

from attending by a unhappy coincidence.

We meet here for our 52d Congress and meet once

more in this town of La Bochelle, that already kindly

received us as far back as 1882. Of those who invited us

nearly half a century ago, very few, without doubt, have

been left among us. One of them, Mr. Georges Musset,

the soul of the Congress of 1882, was taken away quite

recently. We gratefully and respectfully remmnber him.

Men of another generation invite and receive us to-day.

But if they are other men, the spirit remains the same

:

they invite and receive us because they preserve the

aspirations of their predecessors towards an ideal of

science and high culture. We thank them.



More immediately and quite personnally we tender

our thanks to Mr. Senator-Mayor of La Bochelle, who

widely opens the gates of the. town to us and receives

us so graciously. We also owe spcscial thanks to the

Chairman and to the Members of the Liooal GcHnmittee,

who took diligent care of the organisation of this Con-

gress, an organisation rendered particularly difficult

in a center like La Itochelie, of which the climate and

beautiful scenery attract innumerable visitors. In spite

of all, Gentlemen, you contrived— and we feel it deeply

—not only to assure the material comfort of the members

of the Congress, but also to set up a scientical exhibition

full of information for us. You moreover organised

trips, in which many of us rejoice beforehand. At your

appeal people of good will multiplied andl brought their

help and we shall,not forget in our thanks the Synd^icate

of ship-owniers of the La Rochelle Chamber of Com-

merce.

We therefore thank you, Gentlem.en, to day as we did

yesterday. La Rochelle clearly understands the import-

ant roll of. the Congress of the French Association for

the Promotion of Science.

Answering to a larger and more comprehensive con-

ception and so uniting all the diverse scientihcal me-

thods, the French A ssociation, more than any other

grouping, constitutes a mighty centre of coordination,

diffusion, animation. Do not all, whom scientihcal re-

search interests, meet at every one of our Congresses ?

Whether they arrive from, France or from abroad.

whatever their tendencies or professions, they come in

o'rdifer'td^i^^Kse ihliiiediate and intimate contact with one

another, to know each other and find ah opportunity,

while comparing their ideas, to modify or widen their

bbrizoii, to disdbtfer in their oWn fields of work direc-

tioiis that must be 'followed or points that must be elu-

cidated. ' ' . >•
: .

.

It is for thei isolated workers, who are independent

of all connection with official research, that our Con-

gresses have'^ particdlar interest. They come and bring

us here the results of their labour, of that labour caused

by the purest scientific curiosity, the only one that is

legitimate and respectable, that kiiows neither fron-

tiers, nor races, nor castes, that laughs at honours,

ignores thoughts of sordid gain, but procures the joy

of knowledge, the joy of peiletrating, alone aiid first, in

regions as yet unexplored. In our annual meetings these

independent workers fiikd an assurance that their curios-

ity was not vainly exercised : that is whey they feel

encouraged and comforted. And so, ever since its foun-

dati(m^^, Wherever it holds its general meetings, the

Association invites all the learned, all men of science.

And what does it mean by the term ?

When the terin « learned », (< man of science », is

used, the man in the street opens his eyes very wide.

It seems as if he expects, from a man made like himself,

to see emanating some mysterious power. Yet he sees a
mere man. Hence he fancies this man to be distinguished

by ihaving learned ; very much, by (( knowing » much



as a schoolboy learns and knows grammar, history or

mathematics, filling himself with somebody else's work

until he understands nothing of it, without adding to it

anything from his own : a true ambulating dictionary

having painfully acquired, by abundant reading, an

enormous mass of « information », giving an illusion of

attaining the limits of the knowable... But what the

man in the street takes for a learned man, a man of

science, is nothing more than an erudite, honoural^le,

doubtlessly, though of a necessarily limited roll, as^ he

does not busy himself to disentangle ib& confusion of

the unknown, as he does not seek.

Now, seeking is properly knowing, and only the seeker

kiiowa. He knows, for he ^actly measures how far

his ignorance goes, for he, at every step, instead of fan-

cying himself arrived, considers himself at the starting

point and strives with all Ms main to progress. He
often succeeds, but only by a constant effort of initia-

tive. For the man of science, the truly learned, does not

exist but by his initiative. His eyes fixed on the

unknown, animated by a veritable spirit of intellectual

adventure, he dares advance and finds the means to do

so. Truly, the path he makes is not always wide; but

he makes one and always goes onward. However narrow,

this path is his creation. By his personal and direct

work he opens a way that allows him to behold new sur-

roundings.

Does the learned man feel no interest outside his own
direction ? He assuredly does, thoqglt. Starting, on dis-
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covery, he does not start at hazard. If he dares launch

himself in the unknown and run some risks, he first

applies for information. But he does not content him-

self with endless enquiries. He looks round him and in

every direction. He ponders on the acquired facts. In

one word, he gathers all that may favour his research

and fecundate his discovery. He knows the connection

between scientifical problems, how the roads cross and

intertwine. He knows that looking ahead as far as pos-

sible does not mean shutting the eyes to all else.

And as such is the learned man, the man of science,

the man movii^ always in the midst of ignorance, which

are the material means he needs for his research ^ Does

he want a laboratory or gangs of assistants ? He, whom
the spirit of research animates, will always strive to

satisfy his curiosity and always his efforts will furnish

him with the indispensable.The finest material organisa-

tion, the most powerful help, will not make up for the

strenuous and intelligent will of the man of initiative,

who sees his goal and means to reach it. That is why

the progress of Science is as well caused by the efforts

of the independent worker as by those of the one favour-

ed by the help of official organisation. Independent or

official, both have an equal right to the name of man
of science. Their relative situation is of little moment

and depoids too often on imponderable contingencies.

Both have equal worth. The contribution of the one

ranks with that of the other and vice-versa. What each

of them adds to the work of science is what every work-

/



ing and thinking man adds. It is the grain, either small

or big, added to other grains. It is the thing found and

often preparing other findings, pr^p^i^,in,tjliis ,w^y^

the great,discovery or leading to general views. Some-.,

times a remark by an intelligent.. Qbseryfir ,!!?^!!. do to?

.

cause a fine coiiseqiitiye development. . •
, ,

Who will count the quantity of effort displayed since

Denis Papia noticed and first used .the energy, cpnt&ined

in steam under pressure? What a series of ingenious an^

stubborn artisans, ignored themselves and unknown to-

each other, have not been .necessary . to arrive at our

present steam-engines ? And how many small inventors,,

undomitable at their obscure task, have collaborated,

unknown of each, otjpier, to lead us. fr,om the yejllow piece-

of amber rubbed with a.c^t's skin unto Volta's pile,

unto the present development of electrical science and

industry, unto .those mighty viewsi on th^ cojistitntion of

matter ? .
; , .

And in another domain : has not the work of !Eeau-

mur, that iUustrious citizen of .X-a. Boch^lle^ imperfect,

though so great by its consequences, been the centre

round which sucoessiye.discoveries aggl^tin^tted.^ as to

cause the birth of an entire branch of biology ? A whole

.

pleiad of observers and patient experim^tists, physi-

cians, lawyers, officer^^ niannfactu^ers, iii€>rchant3, offi-

cials of all kinds, have brought and bring their .contri-

bution, either impoi'tant or floodest, but, always useful,

to the, science, pf animal, life.
.
Some na^^s emerge z

Dr L^n Diilour's, counqillor Ferris',^
oopim^nder.Fer^

/ •
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ton's., to- quote only those who disappeared, but an infi-

nite iiaimber of others have left a visible mark of their

work,:,done freely with primitive means. And others,

to^iday, Gontinue the task. An enormcHis mass of - facts,

aeQWulated in this way, already now gives acme than,

mcfe indications on the mechanism and determinism of

phenomena.

Im the birth and development, of authiopological

science the action is manifest of workers left to their

personal meims. Enlightened amateurs are the first to

af1km Man's geological antiquity. Though reiterated

their affirmations are not unanimously accepted. A
directoc of the Customs, Boucher de Perthes, begins

shaking, resistance by his discovery of the « first dilu-

vian hatchets » interred together with bones of great

mamiBals of vanished species. The start is given.

Denials, mockeries, disdain, the weight of the whole

Academy of Science, nothing hinders truth from esta-

blishing itself : discoveries succeed thanks to .
the

researches of Boucher de Perthes, Edouard Lartet,

Gabriel de Mortillet, Cartailhac and others, all work^

ers at this immense task, moved by the mere desire

of ever knowing more, of adding to the intellectual pa-

trimony of Mankind their disinterested contribution.

So Science advances by common effort. Fact after

fact, our mass of information grow*. No matter who the

worker is, provided he works well.

The annual meetings we hold in different places are

part of this common effort, precisely because they are
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"^J"
'° * "oU-t our forcesWhatever the ongin of the efforts, none n««t be

««r fact, in spite of ,ts apparent Uttigaificance mavprobably or po^iWy ,e«i to. The discovLT^ "J18 as Ignorant of it as auvbodv .ill 1
a .uniber of other facts ^^1^^^^'^

What does it matterThIwork remautt, imperishable, useful, fertile- from

Tif^" .
'^y- Sorm, will shoot up-

Wng them as a whole. That will be the Great ManHaving arrived at the proper time he will draw tZmuch prolonged common effort all its usefreffrH« name will mean and denote a whole work
covering the work of a coUectivity of

T

anonymous collectivity. In snit.^ nf i,; /
filaiirfo p J ^ "'^ gieatuess would

J H? . T physiology if not HarveyJ. Hunter, Ch. Bell, Lavoisier, Bichat. Flouren, Ma

WdT V"'^ • '"^'^"^^ owf to ClalBernard aU oar admiration, but do not we owe it aUoto these known and unknown forerunners who S^d——
hl«t, leaves behind him a work, often veiy amaU and

— 15

often unappreciated, that neTertheless exercises its

influence. Social evolution is made by these scarcely no-

ticeable influences exercised in infinite number; they

work on a graeration and modify it; the modification is

passed on to the next generations, who in their tuin

undergo new influences ; these successive acquisitions are

80 many precious dbments, constantly handled and con-

stantly revised.

Shall we therefore say that, barring the difficulties

inherent to its very nature, research proceeds without

impediments ? Boucher de Perthes' example proves that

the mere mention of a discovery sometimes sets loose a

strong opposition. Must we wonder at it ? Every novelty

meets with incredulity, contempt and resistance. The

oppositi<m has its source in the misoneism that lives

in the depth of our very being. We are shut up in our

habits and do not feel for anything that interferes with

them. Even as to material things Man does not care

much for change. In the intellectual sphere he does not

like it at all. When once an intellectual attitude has

been taken he sticks to it : Woe to you if you wish to

make him adopt another !

Any innovator, whatever his rank, may expect to be

disappointed. Doubtless those who arrived, those who,

more by cleverness at doing than by knowing, secured

themselves a comfortable place in the train of honours,

always head the opposition.

That is why the worker who is buft'eted starts accu-

sing « officials » of putting the light under the bushel.



He had better first try and find wte fighta.agaiMtWm;He Will not only deteet these » officials ... who are di«-
urbed m their quiet, but all those who, having never
iound anything themselves, cannot .stand, ^her"»
lertile activityi.vv .

^ .

Truly, if two antagonistic groups thew are, they are
not both groups of learned men. On the one side we have
the leai-ned, the men of science, without any distinction
of ongin and whoever they are, . working with diverse
meangj aU disinterested and necessarily modest men
awaie of their shortcomings, and alive to the fact that
error- constantly threatens them, yet not hesitating to
affirm, when, they are sure of themselves. On the other
side we find the men who from simulated labour are able
to draw important material profit. These are afraid of
obstacles on their road. With all their might they try
to stop the inconsiderate worker who raises the obstacle.
Itet truth advances and finally brings to nought this
interested oppositicm.

•No, verily, two categories of men of sdenee do not
exist; As time moves on the great names of science
acquire their proper value. All are mixed indistincti-
vely. We forget that Maupas, the great Jwrfogist, was
a mere librarian. - the great neurologist Duchenne a
modest physician of Boulogne,^ Dan^i„, Mendel
l-iibfeook, great also in different domains, nothing but
« amateurs ». And we at the same time forget that La-
marck, Cuvier, E. Geoltroy Saint-HiUire. Claude Ber-
JU»d, Charcot, held a chair and were in happy posses-

4
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«ion of laboratories. They all are ranked the same. We
measure them alike. We imderstand how the obscurest

and the most brilliant meet in a common ideal. All had

their ill-luck and their satisfactions ; all worked without

afterthought.

Let us follow their example. Let us as freely satisfy

-our curiosity, the source of such pure joy to any one who

lifts a small corner of the veil covering the unknown.

Every one feels the height of moral elevation he reaches

when, without any desire of sordid gain, bent on lear-

ning what as yet nobody knows, he tries to contribute

to the common patrimony.

And if every one of us in his sphere of action fol-

lowed this dream of learning, always learning, if he

never wished for any but the mind's satisfactions, if he

•only drew from his discoveries that which strengthens

our mastery over the unknown whilst improving our life

conditions, — then, surely, the human mind would

arrive at its full beauty and veritably Science would be

J.he great Peace-Maker.
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c UTRIUSQUE LABORS »

Deeply convinced that the progress of botanical

science is intimately bound up with the collaboration of

the man of teaming and the practical breeder, I advo-

cate this idea, with all the means at my disposal.

It is of less moment how my words are received. It

suffices me to think I am right.

L. fi.
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«OTRIUSQUE LAHORE »
Conc«Btog the Collaboration in Botany

01 th. Man of Learning with th. P,«,ti«l B^er.
In hw fine address at La Eochelle Babaud stood upo^esarch .to.... ori^n. As to „e I shoTlZ

uiuoie workers who often, as it were accidentaUv^ake d.„es by. working on i field nearly

vet m I r"'*
''"""'*' '!"''^ with thevery hfe of Nature, whose x«iea^h' ^„„ot be but tooexclusively theoretical to be really fertile - •

As a rule the num of learning isolates himself and«.iu^ to come into contact with the environment^n
which the practical br^der works. It is espeZ^^ t^:^^tory botanist who generally pursues h^resLrchfer from tke .ery life of plants. As a v^t he does n^

the unportance of the facts the breeder o^^
Nothing but the reform of university studies of bo-

mst i . M
'™'' laboratories of the bota-nist ih^hothouse and the .^-^^^

^ence a world remains closed to the botanist, the more«> as the access to it is not so easy. Initiation is lo^

21 —

and difficult. True men of practice, possessing the
sense of plant-life, are rare. Years of practice and spe-
cial aptitude are needed to acquire mastersiiip. But
this long apprenticeship in the laboratory of Nature
is worth the studies oi the young doctor, freshly pro-
duced by the university, who, as he can speak like a
book, fancies himself entitled to disregard our work.
Yet this work deserves his attention. In his daily

work every man of practice, even the merest empiric,
may happen to come across interesting facts.

For in Dynamic Botany, the very ignorance of what
others realised often constitutes the strength of the
experimenter. Constantly grappling with the great for-
ces of Nature, his mind free from all influence, he
makes discoveries without being aware of it. If, at the
proper time, the scientist were there to note facts and
sift the good grain, we should have the collaboration
needed to wrest from the Unknown some particles of
truth.

Can one understand that the botanist would stub-
bornly refuse to study a world where the gropings of
empirics already could discover so many intesting pro-
blems ? The more so as in the present period in every
domain of human activity a progress has been realised,
far surpassing all that the wildest imagination ever
dreamed.

This obstinate attitude also causes -the current ideas
on life in Nature to remain so arbitrary and puerile,.

80 little in harmony with what any intelligent observer
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may note, that it is not exagerated to say they are

unworthy of the sUte of culture society attained.

Almpst exclusively a laboratory man, qui- modern
naturalist sees and studies nothing but fragments or

remnants of what was a living being.

Not observing life in action, he inevitably forms an
idea of it according to his logic and his mathematics.

Hence the commonly taught finalism and the still cur-

rent idea, that in Nature all is created for the needs

and pleasures of man i !

It may therefore be useful to repeat the few lines

with which, in a former pamphlet, I wound up my con-

clusion (1) ;

« Nature disposes of means of which the bearing is

» beyond us. It elaborates its work in Eternity, and
» seems, in our eyes, to behave with a levity which we
» readily call madness. It frequently destroys what it

» has scarcely formed, often removes the strong in order

» to spare the weak, and always acts in such a manner
» as to cause Chance, Arbitrariness and Absurdity to

» prevail, setting the example of the most brutal vio-

» lence everywhere.

» In face of this chaos which surpasses our under-

» standing » and which obeys a Logic and Mathema-
tics that are not ours, (c it is useless to try and discover

» one's Way. »

Let us add th^it this way will probably show itself

sp»mtaneously, when thousands up ):i Uiousands of expe-

(1) CoiU'trniny the, i'oiiiiibilUy of rrovuking^ etc., p. 66.

fiments and new facts will have accumulated, ailowing

to draw conclusions in harmony with the ascertained

reality.

We, practical breeders, would seem lost in your labo-

ratories, just as you, botanists, feel yourselves strangers

in the laboratory of Nature, if for a Long time you have

not been afprenticed to it.

Come therefore and be initiated with us. Not with

a feeling of your superiority barring from the first all

possibility of understanding, but with a desire to come

into contact with the great enigmas of plant life. Only

at this condition can collaboration in research become

possible.

As I wrote befoi-e (1) :

(( The last word necessarily remains with the scientist

» who puts to a severe test what the practical man

» believes he has discovered. The part of the latter is

» thus,, naturaly, a subordinate one; but it is logical to

» demand, that sci^ce should profit by a knowledge »

whatever its origin, « acquired during a long career of

» research and groping ».

Moreover we see prospects of experiments for which,

in a near future, the scientist shall be forced to call

for the help of men of, practice of the first rank.

These experiments yet would be incomplete or inexact, •

if the botanist deemed it against his dignity to listen to

the least advice of the practical breeder, if, through

(1) Why, in Botanical Science^ Collaboration etc., p. 15.
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thick and thin, he tried to impose on the latter his own
conceptions. Tliat would not be « collaboration ».

«( Utriusque Lahore ». Are we yet far from this

understa'nding between scientist and man of practice,

that alone can give to botany a new orientation ? ?

As a close I should like to copy here the words full

of hope that my dear master and friend Babaud just

wrote me :

« Utriusque Lahore » / // men understood what these

words mean ! What work they might realise and would

not the very air we breathe be changed !

The device should be written over the frontispiece of

the Temple of Nations... But, what you and I did,

others will do again : I look at the future with confi-

dence (2).

LuciMi Reyohler.

January 1930.

(2) Indeed, nearly at the same time with Rabaud's letter, a com-
munication from Holland tells me that my friend Dr Kamerling
of Leyden made arrangements with one of the first Dutch breeders
of hybrids, Mr Lubbe, to organise in collaboration systematic

research during next spring. Dr Kamerling will try to interest a
university student in this collaboration. The mastership of

Djt Kamerling who passed part of tills life in the Indies and in

Brazil as an assistant at botanical research stations, together with
the great esteem he has for men of practice, warrants the value of

this collaboration. I wi^ both masters, eadi in his d<Mnain, much
success and an abundant harvest.

The news was to good not to be told here. May it provcrfte nume-
rous imitators.
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